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Abstract—We developed a vision interface framework for an immersive projection system. CAVE in virtual reality research field using hand gesture recognition with computer vision techniques. A background image was subtracted from current image frame of webcam and we convert the color space of the image into HSV space. Then we mask skin regions using skin color range threshold and apply a noise reduction operation. We made blobs from the image and gestures were recognized using these blobs. Using our hand gesture recognition, we could implement an effective interface without bothering devices for CAVE.
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I. INTRODUCTION

CAVE is one of famous device for virtual reality research. It has several projectors, screens, user input devices and etc. CAVE can give an immersion to users by surrounding them with VR contents. Photographs of real environment can be applied to this device to make more immersive contents. The idea of our technique came from real image-based rendering in computer graphics. A real image-based background modeling for CAVE system was made by us for user to feel more immersion in [1] [2] [3].

We add an affected interface to this system. To make such interface, bothering devices like game pad, glove and hat that are held or attached to body are excluded. A Standalone system like wireless network connected notebook, tablet pc is preferred for interface processing because of seamless feature of screens of CAVE. We used a game pad for navigation and manipulating for this but it has cord that is bothering for users. So we have developed gesture recognition interface using webcam and computer vision techniques. We developed gesture recognition interface using motion templates method [4]. It is one of computer vision algorithm robust to light change.

Our motion template based gesture recognition interface is natural and intuitive but cannot produce the exact meaning of gesture sometimes. So we developed gesture interface using hand and face blobs for exact results.

II. HAND GESTURE RECOGNITION

A. Framework

The background image was captured at the beginning. It was RGB format and converted into gray format for subtraction. After that, current frame was captured from a webcam. Current frame was resized into half for speed and flipped because mirror image is more intuitive. Using current frame and stored background image, background was subtracted from frame image.

Then we converted the color space of this image into HSV color space. The regions of face and hands were masked using skin color range. The result was binary image and opening operation was applied for noise reduction.

Blobs of face and hands were detected after that and we recognized hand gesture using them. A framework diagram for hand gesture recognition is shown in Fig. 1.

1. Background image capture (gray)
2. Current frame capture (resize, flip)
3. Background subtraction (gray, abs. diff., threshold, masking)
4. Color space conversion (BGR to HSV)
5. Masking with skin color (range, binary)
6. Noise reduction (open – erode and dilate)
7. Blob detection (threshold – area)
8. Hand gesture recognition (one-hand, two-hand)

Fig. 1 Framework for hand gesture recognition

B. Background Subtraction

Background image was shot at the first stage and converted into gray scale. Then we subtracted it from gray converted current frame image. New image was taken from absolute value of this result. (current frame – background)

Then we made a mask using this subtracted result. The binary mask was made by threshold and applied to current frame image. The background image is shown in Fig.2 and background subtracted image is in Fig. 3.
C. Color Space Conversion

HSV color space is relatively robust to light variation, so it is effective to detect skin. Skin color modeling and detection methods were well surveyed in [5]. A comparison of skin color modeling was studied in [6]. HSV(HS) color model produced best results in [6]. So we converted the background subtracted frame image into HSV(BGR).

D. Masking with Skin Color

The region of hands and face can be extracted using skin color modeling. The range of skin color is defined in [7]. The maximum of each component is assumed as 1 and minimum is 0. The range of skin model is as followed.

\[
0 \leq H \leq 50, 
0.20 \leq S \leq 0.68, 
0.35 \leq V \leq 1.0 \\
(0 \leq h \leq 35, 
52 \leq s \leq 173, 
90 \leq v \leq 255 \text{ if max. is 255})
\]

The result mask image is shown in Fig. 4. It is binary image and will be used as input for blob detection after noise reduction.

E. Noise Reduction

Opening operation is used for noise reduction and consists of two steps. First, erode operation and dilate operation is applied. Opening operation does not change the size of the area of the object but blur does. The result image of opening operation is shown in Fig. 5.

F. Blob Detection

Blobs of face and hands were detected from skin masked and noise reduced frame image of Fig. 5. We used cvBlobsLib code library for blob detection. (cvBlobsLib - OpenCV Wiki, http://opencv.willowgarage.com/wiki/cvBlobsLib) Algorithm of this library is based on and improved from the component labeling with contour tracing of [8]. The result of blob detection is shown in Fig. 6(a).

Blobs of area of bigger than threshold were detected. Fig. 6(b) is the coordinates of image. The blobs are sorted by y-values and labeled b1, b2, b3 in ascending order.

G. Gesture Recognition

To recognize gestures, we categorized gestures into two – one hand and two hand gesture. ‘One hand gesture’ is gesture by one hand and contains ‘left’ and ‘right commands’. ‘Two hand gesture’ is gesture by two hands and contains ‘zoom in’ and ‘zoom out commands’.

If \( y_{b1} \) is y-value of center of b1, \( y_{b2} \) is y-value of center of b2, \( y_{b3} \) is y-value of center of b3 and \( dy \) is some constant then algorithm of gesture specification is as follows (1).

//Gesture specification
If number of blob = 1 then
  No gesture
If number of blob = 2 then
  If \( y_{b1} - y_{b2} > dy \) then ‘one hand gesture’
  else no gesture
If number of blob = 3 then
  If \( y_{b1} - y_{b2} > dy \) then ‘one hand gesture’
  If \( y_{b2} - y_{b3} > dy \) then ‘two hand gesture’
  else no gesture

‘One hand gesture’ only matters distance between b1 and b2 and ‘two hand gesture’ does b2 and b3. For example, all configurations in Fig. 7 are categorized into ‘one hand gesture’.
The implementation of hand gesture interface for CAVE is shown in Fig. 9. It was developed on our K-CAVE system [9] which has 4 screens, 8 stereo projectors and magnetic positioning sensor. It contains 5 Linux machines – 1 master and 4 renderer machines for each 2 stereo projectors. Sony Vaio™ Z-series notebook PC with built-in webcam was used for input and processing vision interface module. Frame images were captured from built-in USB webcam.
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